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As recognized, adventure as without difficulty as experience not quite lesson, amusement, as competently
as promise can be gotten by just checking out a ebook Smitten Crush 2 Lacey Weatherford as well as it is
not directly done, you could take even more around this life, vis--vis the world.
We manage to pay for you this proper as without difficulty as simple pretentiousness to acquire those
all. We offer Smitten Crush 2 Lacey Weatherford and numerous books collections from fictions to
scientific research in any way. in the middle of them is this Smitten Crush 2 Lacey Weatherford that can
be your partner.

Crush Nov 06 2022 A studious high school girl falls for a boy with a dark secret.
Unconventional Warfare (Special Forces, Book 1) Feb 26 2022 Discover the secret missions behind
America's greatest conflicts. Danny Manion has been fighting his entire life. Sometimes with his fists.
Sometimes with his words. But when his actions finally land him in real trouble, he can't fight the
judge who offers him a choice: jail... or the army. Turns out there's a perfect place for him in the US
military: the Studies and Observation Group (SOG), an elite volunteer-only task force comprised of US
Air Force Commandos, Army Green Berets, Navy SEALS, and even a CIA agent or two. With the SOG's focus on
covert action and psychological warfare, Danny is guaranteed an unusual tour of duty, and a hugely
dangerous one. Fortunately, the very same qualities that got him in trouble at home make him a naturalborn commando in a secret war. Even if almost nobody knows he's there. National Book Award finalist
Chris Lynch begins a new, explosive fiction series based on the real-life, top-secret history of US
black ops.
Fire Within (The Last Dragon Chronicles #1) Jun 01 2022 Best-selling author Chris d'Lacey brings us a
magical story about mysterious hand crafted clay dragons who have unusual powers. When David moves in
with Liz and Lucy, he discovers a collection of hand crafted, clay dragons that comes to life and has
magical powers. David's personalized dragon, Gadzooks, can forecast the future, and inspires him to
write a story which reveals the truth behind an unsolved mystery close to home. The story has an unhappy
ending, and when David realizes the consequences of it he is angry. Then David finds Gadzooks crying and
near death, and he discovers that these special dragons die when they are not loved. Soon David is
forced to save his friend and unlock the powers of the fire within. Don't miss Chris d'Lacey's addition
to his rich dragon mythology in his next series, The Erth Dragons!
Before I Die Jan 28 2022 For the many readers who love The Fault in Our Stars, this is the story of a
girl who is determined to live, love, and to write her own ending before her time is finally up. Tessa
has just months to live. Fighting back against hospital visits, endless tests, and drugs with
excruciating side effects, Tessa compiles a list. It’s her To Do Before I Die list. And number one is
Sex. Released from the constraints of “normal” life, Tessa tastes new experiences to make her feel alive
while her failing body struggles to keep up. Tessa’s feelings, her relationships with her father and
brother, her estranged mother, her best friend, and her new boyfriend, are all painfully crystallized in
the precious weeks before Tessa’s time runs out. A Publishers Weekly Best Children’s Book of the Year A
Booklist Editors’ Choice A Book Sense Children’s Pick A Kirkus Reviews Editors’ Choice A Publishers
Weekly Flying Start Author An ALA-YALSA Top Ten Best Book for Young Adults The newly released feature
film Now Is Good, starring Dakota Fanning, is based on Jenny Downham's intensely moving novel.
Genghis Khan and the Quest for God Sep 11 2020 A landmark biography by the New York Times bestselling
author of Genghis Khan and the Making of the Modern World that reveals how Genghis harnessed the power
of religion to rule the largest empire the world has ever known. Throughout history the world's greatest
conquerors have made their mark not just on the battlefield, but in the societies they have transformed.
Genghis Khan conquered by arms and bravery, but he ruled by commerce and religion. He created the
world's greatest trading network and drastically lowered taxes for merchants, but he knew that if his
empire was going to last, he would need something stronger and more binding than trade. He needed
religion. And so, unlike the Christian, Taoist and Muslim conquerors who came before him, he gave his
subjects freedom of religion. Genghis lived in the 13th century, but he struggled with many of the same
problems we face today: How should one balance religious freedom with the need to reign in fanatics? Can
one compel rival religions - driven by deep seated hatred--to live together in peace? A celebrated
anthropologist whose bestselling Genghis Khan and the Making of the Modern World radically transformed
our understanding of the Mongols and their legacy, Jack Weatherford has spent eighteen years exploring

areas of Mongolia closed until the fall of the Soviet Union and researching The Secret History of the
Mongols, an astonishing document written in code that was only recently discovered. He pored through
archives and found groundbreaking evidence of Genghis's influence on the founding fathers and his
essential impact on Thomas Jefferson. Genghis Khan and the Quest for God is a masterpiece of erudition
and insight, his most personal and resonant work.
Raiders from the Sea Apr 06 2020 In one harrowing day, Viking raiders capture Bree and her brother
Devin and take them from their home in Ireland. After the young Viking prince Mikkel sets Devin free on
the Irish coast far from home, Bree and Devin embark on separate journeys to courage. Readers will be
captivated by the unfolding drama as Bree sails to Norway on the Viking ship and Devin travels the
dangerous road home. They both must trust their all-powerful God in the midst of difficult situations.
El Pecador Oct 01 2019 Book two of a two book series. El Santo (Book one) available now. FROM USA TODAY
BESTSELLING AUTHOR M. ROBINSON So here you are... Turning the pages, opening the next chapters of my
life-wanting to know the next truths of my sins. As if the first half of my life wasn't enough. You.
Need. More. You want my redemption. My heart. My soul. Your happily ever after... You. Want. Answers.
And I will grant you the very first one you're dying to know. Why did I leave her? So go ahead. Turn the
page. I dare you. You just might not like the answer. Don't say I didn't warn you.
Demon Within Jun 20 2021 On the hunt to find his demonic father, Vance is seeking to find a way to stop
the bloodlust that has infected him, so he can once again reunite with the girl of his dreams, Portia.
He struggles to keep the evil inside him from contaminating her and the rest of the coven, as they close
in on the location of Damien. But when the worst happens, Vance finds himself in need of the very power
he hates. Can he succeed in controlling it? Will he Destroy Portia in the process? Or will it consume
him, turning him into the very demonic creature he's trying hard not to become? Find out in Book 2 of
the Book of Shadows Saga.Note: Book of Shadows is a companion series to the #1 Young Adult Bestselling
Paranormal Romance series, Of Witches and Warlocks. It is the same storyline, but told from the main
character perspective of Vance Mangum. While the general storyline will be the same, there are new
scenes and additional dialogue included, making for a fun and unique retelling, and giving readers the
chance to get to know the character and his inner workings even better.Begin the series from Vance's
perspective with Book of Shadows 1, Fire & Ice. This series can be read apart from the Of Witches and
Warlocks series. Of Witches and Warlocks begins with book 1, The Trouble with Spells.
Defriended Apr 30 2022 A friend request from beyond the grave . . . Jason has met the perfect girl. OK,
so maybe he hasn't actually MET Lacey yet, but they talk online all the time. Yet despite spending most
nights chatting, Lacey refuses to meet up in person. Suspicious, Jason starts googling, and his
cyberstalking leads to a shocking discovery: According to multiple newspapers, Lacey died a year
earlier. Soon, Jason finds himself enmeshed in a disturbing mystery. Has he found a way to iChat with
the dead? Or is someone playing a dangerous trick? Either way, Jason has to discover the truth before
it's too late. You can't put up away messages from beyond the grave. . . .
God Touched Dec 15 2020 Chris Gordon is a rookie cop in the Big Apple with an interesting sideline hunting demons.But after rescuing a beautiful girl from a demonic attack, he finds life stranger than he
ever thought possible. Vampires, werewolves, shadowy federal agencies and a giant short-faced bear. And
it's not even Halloween yet.
Coven Jul 30 2019 Kenna Mangum was born a witch. She's always known it -her family has always known it
- from the moment she burst into flames in her father's arms after she was delivered.Denied interaction
with regular society while she was coached into controlling her powers, Kenna has always felt a longing
to join the rest of the world and get to experience a "normal" life.Now her wish is about to be
granted.But when Kenna goes to public school for the first time she meets Jett Blackstone, and can
instantly tell he's hiding something. Now Kenna fears all chances of "normal" just disappeared.
Hold Still Mar 30 2022 A beautiful new edition of the stunning debut novel by Nina LaCour, awardwinning author of We Are Okay “Hold Still may be the truest depiction of the aching, gaping hole left in
the wake of a suicide that I’ve ever read. A haunting and hopeful book about loss, love, and
redemption.” – Gayle Forman, #1 bestselling author of If I Stay and I Have Lost My Way That night Ingrid
told Caitlin, I’ll go wherever you go. But by dawn Ingrid, and her promise, were gone. Ingrid’s suicide
immobilizes Caitlin, leaving her unsure of her place in a new life she hardly recognizes. A life without
the art, the laughter, the music, and the joy that she shared with her best friend.... But Ingrid left
something behind. In words and drawings, Ingrid documented a painful farewell in her journal. Journeying
through Ingrid’s final days, Caitlin fights back through unspeakable loss to find renewed hope. Hold
Still is the indelible debut that launched Nina LaCour, the award-winning author of We Are Okay.
LaCour’s breakthrough novel brings the changing seasons of Caitlin’s first year without Ingrid to the
page with indelible emotion and honesty. Includes an all-new essay from the author to commemorate 10
years in print!
Chasing Nikki Sep 04 2022 Chase Walker used to be a good kid, charming and athletic, but he's caught up
in a world of drugs and alcohol. After he is arrested for underage drinking one night, his mother
relocates him to a small ranching community with his ex-military grandfather. Chase is unhappy about the
situation until he meets Nikki, a cute cheerleader who won't give football players like him the time of
day. Chase enjoys a good challenge and sets out to claim Nikki for his own.
Project Management Mar 06 2020 The practical e-guide that gives you the skills to succeed as a project
manager. Discover how to improve your project management skills by defining a project brief, identifying
stakeholders, and building a strong team. You'll also learn useful tips for initiating projects, setting
deadlines, and managing your budgets. Essential Managers gives you a practical "how-to" approach with
step-by-step instructions, tips, checklists, and "ask yourself" features showing you how to focus your

energy, manage change, and make an impact. DK's Essential Managers series contains the knowledge you
need to be a more effective manager and hone your management style. Whether you're new to project
management or simply looking to sharpen your existing skills, this is the e-guide for you.
Allure Oct 05 2022 Overview: Tattoo artist by day, exotic dancer by night, 22 year old Six has been
fighting his attraction for the girl of his dreams. Why? She's the high society daughter of the Mayor.
Oh, and she's only 17. But what happens in Vegas, stays in Vegas...right? BLURB: Seventeen-year-old
Brooklyn Hall has had her eye on uber sexy tattoo artist, Six Jagger, for a while. There's only one
problem-she's pretty sure he doesn't even know she exists. A friend of her older brother, Six is five
years older than her. Plus, there's the pesky fact that he's had a steady girlfriend for months. Still,
even though she knows there's no chance for her, she can't seem to let the fantasy go. Six Jagger has
had a thing for Brooklyn Hall since the first time he laid eyes on her a year ago. However, after
finding out her age, he wiped her off his list of possibilities. That should've been the end of it, but
for some reason, he can't stop watching and admiring her from afar. Happy that he's successfully
maintained his distance, all that changes on the night Brooklyn walks into Inked Edges, asking him for
an illegal tattoo. After that, all his carefully constructed barriers come tumbling down, taking them on
an explosive ride of lust, passion, and desire. All's well that ends well, right? Too bad that wasn't
the end, but merely the beginning...
The Case of the Exploding Loo Mar 18 2021 Bogs, brains and bonkersness make this the perfect read for
fans of David Walliams,Simon Mayoand Liz Pichon. Shortlisted for both theRedbridge Children's Book Award
and theLeeds Book Awards 2014and WINNER of Worcestershire's Awesomest Book! award Quirky twelve-year-old
Noelle Hawkins may be the brightest student in her class, but even she is completely miffed to explain
how her dad, wacky scientist Brian, "Big Brain" Hawkins, spontaneously combusted while sitting in a
portaloo. It's true that he was working on a new top secret Brain Ray machine and was on the point of a
great break-through . . . could this have had something to do with it? Know-All is sure all is not as it
seems. With the help of her grumpy sister, Holly, she is determined to find out what really happened to
her dad! ''The ideal read for anyone who loves a mystery (in a toilet)' Sunday Express
No Clean Clothes Aug 23 2021 Lacey has no clean clothes to wear so her mom makes her wear a weird and
embarrassing t-shirt to school.
The Goodner Family Jul 10 2020
Monkey Crush Nov 01 2019 Age range 3 to 6 Monkey Crush introduces human hunting and so allows parents
to talk about the reason people hunt. Is it for food or pleasure? The scene is set in India where lions
and tigers still exist together. The story brings coconuts to life and shows how an unexpected lunch can
save animals from being eaten or hunted.
Craft Feb 03 2020 Lost in a place they don't belong, Kenna, along with her family and friends fight to
survive in a foreign existence. Things escalate between her, Jett and Seth as well, leaving them all in
a tumultuous situation-one that will quickly teach them all to be careful who they trust. Relationships
and lives are put to the test in a land full of magical creatures like they've never seen as the family
fights to locate a missing Portia and discover a way home. Full of shocking twists and turns the reader
will never see coming, Craft is a spellbinding sequel to Coven, Of Witches and Demons, book one.
The First Love Cookie Club Jan 04 2020 “Lori Wilde has created a rich and wonderful story about the
charm of small town life combined with the power and passion of first love. Delicious!” —New York Times
Bestselling author Robyn Carr Come back to Twilight, Texas with award-winning author Lori Wilde. The
First Love Cookie Club is heartwarming contemporary romance fiction, the story of a famous writer’s
return to the hometown she once fled in humiliation—only to discover that the boy she foolishly gave her
heart to those many years ago might just be her Christmas miracle. Fans of Debbie Macomber, Susan Wiggs,
Susan Mallery, and Sherryl Woods will delight over The First Love Cookie Club, a wonderfully poignant
tale of small town second chances.
Fire & Ice Nov 25 2021 Time passes . . . sometimes too quickly, other times not fast enough, but that's
not what's important. The essential thing is what we learn about ourselves during that passage of time
and how we apply it. Will we continue to follow the destructive paths we find ourselves on? Will we give
in to circumstances that seem completely unchangeable? Or will we desperately fight to hold on to those
we love and to what's good inside us—no matter how terrible the cost?I only know I would do whatever was
required of me to keep Portia, but in a world of witches, warlocks, and demons, anything can happen.My
name is Vance Mangum, and this is my story.
Wicked Knight Jan 16 2021 He never wanted to be anyone’s hero… Some would call me irrevocably broken. I
submerge myself in long work hours by day and debauchery at The Wicked Horse by night, using those
things to numb the pain and guilt I feel over the death of my wife. What isn’t satisfied by one will
surely be resolved by the other. At least that’s how I’ve survived the last few years. But things change
when Hannah Madigan shows up at my door, the newest employee sent by the company that cleans my
apartment. Beat down by life, not to mention a cheating husband who was unfairly awarded custody of
their daughter, Hannah is determined to make a better life for herself and get her kid back, even if it
means working three jobs to do so. One costly mistake puts Hannah in my debt, and I’m not about to let
the chance to have this dark-haired beauty pass me by. She’s given a golden opportunity… Determined to
stay the course by any means necessary, Hannah accepts my less than professional offer. I’ll give her a
job. She’ll give me her body. Sounds easy, right? Until the scales tip and I find myself needing her in
ways I’m not ready to admit. Until I find that saving someone else may just mean allowing myself to be
saved in return.
Of Witches and Warlock, the Complete Series Jun 28 2019 Of Witches and Warlocks, the complete series,
from #1 International and USA Today Bestselling Author, Lacey Weatherford. Delve into the world of

novice witch, Portia Mullins, and her uber sexy warlock boyfriend, Vance Mangum, as the two find
themselves caught up in a world of magic, mystery, and mayhem. This contains the complete full-length
set of books. 1. The Trouble with Spells Portia Mullins had always lived the life of a normal teenager,
up until her sixteenth birthday. Her grandma then informs her that she is actually a witch who is a
descendant of a long line of witches and warlocks. After overcoming her disbelief she finds that being a
member of the coven comes with one great perk in the form of the school's handsome bad boy, Vance
Mangum. Vance and Portia have an immediate connection as a budding romance begins, only to be threatened
by turbulent skies on the horizon as Vance's checkered past rears its ugly head to haunt them. Portia is
forced to use her untried powers in defense of everything she loves in a desperate attempt to hold on to
the one thing that really matters in her life. 2. The Demon Kiss Can someone else's past come back to
bite you? After being drained of nearly all the blood in her body, novice witch, Portia Mullins, wakes
up to find that her warlock boyfriend, Vance Mangum, has fled in search of his demon father. Determined
to keep him from facing the evil alone Portia follows after him, unknowingly setting herself on the path
of a new adventure that will take her, Vance, and their coven over international borders, into a foreign
place where they will discover that the black magic that awaits them is far worse than they ever
imagined. Portia finds herself tangled up in a web of lies and deceit in another's quest for demonic
power. 3. Blood of the White Witch As the personal connection between Portia and Vance explodes, the two
quickly find themselves in a world of shifting balances. While searching for Vance's missing mother,
they realize they are suddenly unsure of whom to trust, learning sometimes things are not always as they
appear. When Vance's demon characteristics abruptly begin to resurface without warning, the horrible
truth comes out, crashing down upon them and shattering some of their most precious dreams. Once the
deadly secret is uncovered, Portia and Vance find themselves hastily rushing against the hands of time
in and attempt to stop an ancient ritual. Passion, loyalties, powers, and family ties, will all be
tested when dangerous adventures abound. 4. The Dark Rising When Portia Mullins discovers the love of
her life is still alive her heart soars. But reality sets in immediately causing it to plummet when she
realizes he doesn't remember his past life with her. Unwilling to give up, she embarks on a loving quest
to restore his life to him. Vance Mangum sees the beautiful girl claiming to be his wife, and while he
can't remember her, he can't deny the intense pull he feels between them. Not knowing where else to
turn, he agrees to give her the time she's asked for and to assist her in the effort to recover his
memories. The two quickly reconnect, but dark surprises are lurking in the wings when Vance discovers a
desperate longing for something he feels he can't withstand. Will he be able to resist? Or will evil
raise its head in a new form, leaving Portia as the prey of the very man her heart desires? Darkness
reigns supreme in this haunting tale of love and desperation. 5. Possession of Souls Fear and
desperation leave Portia and Vance clinging to threadbare hope as life is given, and taken away.
Manipulated, driven by bloodlust and the desire to claim sole possession, the stakes are raised higher
than they've ever been before. Evil rises with the intent to dominate, leading them and their coven to
the ultimate confrontation-a battle that will force one of them to make a devastating, life-altering
decision. Who will survive the final stand?
Five Feet Apart Jun 08 2020 Now a major motion picture starring Cole Sprouse and Haley Lu Richardson!
Goodreads Choice Winner, Best Young Adult Fiction of 2019 In this #1 New York Times bestselling novel
that’s perfect for fans of John Green’s The Fault in Our Stars, two teens fall in love with just one
minor complication—they can’t get within a few feet of each other without risking their lives. Can you
love someone you can never touch? Stella Grant likes to be in control—even though her totally out of
control lungs have sent her in and out of the hospital most of her life. At this point, what Stella
needs to control most is keeping herself away from anyone or anything that might pass along an infection
and jeopardize the possibility of a lung transplant. Six feet apart. No exceptions. The only thing Will
Newman wants to be in control of is getting out of this hospital. He couldn’t care less about his
treatments, or a fancy new clinical drug trial. Soon, he’ll turn eighteen and then he’ll be able to
unplug all these machines and actually go see the world, not just its hospitals. Will’s exactly what
Stella needs to stay away from. If he so much as breathes on Stella she could lose her spot on the
transplant list. Either one of them could die. The only way to stay alive is to stay apart. But suddenly
six feet doesn’t feel like safety. It feels like punishment. What if they could steal back just a little
bit of the space their broken lungs have stolen from them? Would five feet apart really be so dangerous
if it stops their hearts from breaking too?
Possession of Souls Jul 22 2021 When Portia Mullins discovers the love of her life is still alive her
heart soars. But the reality sets in immediately causing it to plummet when she realizes he doesn't
remember his past life with her.
The Dragonsitter Apr 18 2021 The first book in a fresh and funny new chapter book series, told
completely in emails, about a boy named Eddie and a naughty pet dragon! Dear Uncle Morton, You'd better
got on a plane right now and come back here. Your dragon has eaten Jemima. Emily loved that rabbit! It
had sounded so easy: Eddie just needed to look after Uncle Morton's unusual pet for a week while he went
on vacation. But soon the fridge is empty, the curtains are blazing, and the mailman is fleeing down the
front path. The Dragonsitter will have readers laughing out loud and begging for more adventures.
Ruining Me Oct 25 2021 Eighteen year old Jay Stevenson is living a horrible nightmare.Two years ago,
she had the world in the palm of her hand, but in one moment, it was ruined. Secrets, lies, and the
worst imaginable betrayal haunt her new reality. Burying her problems under a cold façade seems to be
the only way to cope until it all catches up with her. Soon, she loses control of the lonely world she
built around her, and the past, present, and future collide.Three guys are there when it all comes
crashing down: JT, the perfect boyfriend she never wanted to give up; Rhye, the local bad boy “rock

star” who made her forget the past; and Kane, the funny and sweet tattooed bartender who wants her
future. Secrets must be kept. Choices must be made. Is it possible to move forward while still chained
to the wicked vices of the past?
Where the Light Enters May 20 2021 From the international bestselling author of The Gilded Hour comes
Sara Donati's enthralling epic about two trailblazing female doctors in nineteenth-century New York
Obstetrician Dr. Sophie Savard returns home to the achingly familiar rhythms of Manhattan in the early
spring of 1884 to rebuild her life after the death of her husband. With the help of Dr. Anna Savard, her
dearest friend, cousin, and fellow physician she plans to continue her work aiding the disadvantaged
women society would rather forget. As Sophie sets out to construct a new life for herself, Anna's
husband, Detective-Sergeant Jack Mezzanotte calls on them both to consult on two new cases: the wife of
a prominent banker has disappeared into thin air, and the corpse of a young woman is found with baffling
wounds that suggest a killer is on the loose. In New York it seems that the advancement of women has
brought out the worst in some men. Unable to ignore the plight of New York's less fortunate, these
intrepid cousins draw on all resources to protect their patients.
Blood of the White Witch Aug 11 2020 When love came knocking on the door of novice witch, Portia
Mullins, in the form of handsome bad boy Vance Mangum, she had no idea how quickly the attraction
between them would escalate. Now she finds her relationship with Vance taken to a whole new level, in a
way she had never dreamed possible at this point and time of her life.
#Nerd Oct 13 2020
Minesweeper (Special Forces, Book 2) Dec 27 2021 "All the sizzle, chaos, noise and scariness of war is
clay in the hands of ace storyteller Lynch." -- Kirkus Reviews for the World War II series Discover the
secret missions behind America's greatest conflicts.Fergus Frew thought he knew what to expect when he
signed up with the Navy's demolitions team. But as the Korean War rages on, Fergus and his fellow divers
-- AKA "frogmen" -- are tasked with more than just scouting mudflats. Soon they're planting mines. And
sabotaging tunnels, bridges... and even fishing nets. Strangest of all, it falls to Fergus to transport
a spy into the country -- and that means traveling far from Navy-controlled waters.But frogmen are
amphibious. And Fergus may not realize it, but he's in a position to change the way the whole world
thinks about combat.National Book Award finalist Chris Lynch continues his explosive fiction series
based on the real-life, top-secret history of US black ops and today's heroic Navy SEALs.
White Trash Warlock May 08 2020 Not all magicians go to schools of magic. Adam Binder has the Sight.
It’s a power that runs in his bloodline: the ability to see beyond this world and into another, a realm
of magic populated by elves, gnomes, and spirits of every kind. But for much of Adam’s life, that power
has been a curse, hindering friendships, worrying his backwoods family, and fueling his abusive father’s
rage. Years after his brother, Bobby, had him committed to a psych ward, Adam is ready to come to grips
with who he is, to live his life on his terms, to find love, and maybe even use his magic to do some
good. Hoping to track down his missing father, Adam follows a trail of cursed artifacts to Denver, only
to discover that an ancient and horrifying spirit has taken possession of Bobby’s wife. It isn’t long
before Adam becomes the spirit’s next target. To survive the confrontation, save his sister-in-law, and
learn the truth about his father, Adam will have to risk bargaining with very dangerous beings ...
including his first love.
Love Jul 02 2022 Living happily ever after has always been part of the plan for Cami and Dylan, but
when strange things begin happening around the Wilcock household, Cami simply believes she's becoming
forgetful.However, when the incidents begin to escalate, both are left feeling vulnerable. Unable to
figure out what's going on, Dylan delves deeper into the mysterious happenings. But when the truth comes
out, he finds himself faced with the biggest decision of his life—how far will he go to protect the one
he loves?
The Trouble with Spells Aug 03 2022 Be careful what you wish for . . . you just might get it. That’s
the trouble with spells. Portia Mullins never dreamed of grandeur, unless that grandeur came in the form
of the school’s reclusive hottie, Vance Mangum. She had no idea her feelings were reciprocated, until
her entire life is turned upside down, when she discovers she’s actually a witch. Her family’s coven has
been tasked to protect the ever-elusive Vance from his evil warlock father. Thrown into the middle of
Vance’s life only strengthens Portia’s feelings for him, and before long the two of them are caught up
in a whirlwind romance as Vance teaches Portia about her strong, yet budding, powers. However, the two
get so caught up in each other they completely fail to see the threat in front of them, until it is too
late. As magic releases mayhem, Portia is left with her love hanging in the balance as she desperately
tries to save Vance from the fate they always feared. With over one half million series copies sold, The
Trouble with Spells is the first installment in this ever-escalating paranormal romance series. If you
love the romance of Twilight, the magic of Harry Potter, and the snarky one liners of The Mortal
Instruments, then you’re bound to enjoy this Lacey Weatherford bestselling series, Of Witches and
Warlocks! Buy The Trouble with Spells today and join the masses who are falling in love with this
paranormal romance super couple!
My Summer in Seoul Aug 30 2019
The Book of Secrets Feb 14 2021 In 1988, a retired schoolteacher named Pius Fernandes receives an old
diary found in the back room of an East African shop. Written in 1913 by a British colonial
administrator, the diary captivates Fernandes, who begins to research the coded history he encounters in
its terse, laconic entries. What he uncovers is a story of forbidden liaisons and simmering vengeances,
family secrets and cultural exiles--a story that leads him on an investigative journey through his own
past and Africa's.
The Things We Cannot Say Nov 13 2020 Now a New York Times bestseller! From the author of Truths I Never

Told You, Before I Let You Go, and the The Warsaw Orphan, Kelly Rimmer’s powerful WWII novel follows a
woman’s urgent search for answers to a family mystery that uncovers truths about herself that she never
expected. “Kelly Rimmer has outdone herself. I thought that Before I Let You Go was one of the best
novels I had ever read…If you only have time to read one book this year The Things We Cannot Say should
be that book. Keep tissues handy.”—Fresh Fiction “Fans of The Nightingale and Lilac Girls will adore The
Things We Cannot Say.” —Pam Jenoff, New York Times bestselling author In 1942, Europe remains in the
relentless grip of war. Just beyond the tents of the Russian refugee camp she calls home, a young woman
speaks her wedding vows. It’s a decision that will alter her destiny…and it’s a lie that will remain
buried until the next century. Since she was nine years old, Alina Dziak knew she would marry her best
friend, Tomasz. Now fifteen and engaged, Alina is unconcerned by reports of Nazi soldiers at the Polish
border, believing her neighbors that they pose no real threat, and dreams instead of the day Tomasz
returns from college in Warsaw so they can be married. But little by little, injustice by brutal
injustice, the Nazi occupation takes hold, and Alina’s tiny rural village, its families, are divided by
fear and hate. Then, as the fabric of their lives is slowly picked apart, Tomasz disappears. Where Alina
used to measure time between visits from her beloved, now she measures the spaces between hope and
despair, waiting for word from Tomasz and avoiding the attentions of the soldiers who patrol her
parents’ farm. But for now, even deafening silence is preferable to grief. Slipping between Nazioccupied Poland and the frenetic pace of modern life, Kelly Rimmer creates an emotional and finely
wrought narrative. The Things We Cannot Say is an unshakable reminder of the devastation when truth is
silenced…and how it can take a lifetime to find our voice before we learn to trust it. Don’t miss Kelly
Rimmer’s latest gripping novel, The German Wife. For more by Kelly Rimmer, look for Before I Let You Go
Truths I Never Told You The Warsaw Orphan
Four-Four-Two Sep 23 2021 Originally published in hardcover in 2016 by Atheneum Books for Young
Readers.
Going Under Dec 03 2019 Jessie Boone is a self proclaimed bad boy and doesn't march to the beat of
anyone's drum, but his own. Growing up in less than desirable circumstances has made him no stranger to
the hard knock life and his determination to leave it behind is fierce. When he finds himself
transferred to East Franklin High School, he sees his opportunity to use his athletic ability to snag a
college football scholarship, but Forbes Henderson, the player Jessie means to replace isn't giving up
his spot willingly. ... Claire Deveraux is perfection at its best. She is beautiful, intelligent and
unaware she just became Jessie Boone's conquest as revenge against her boyfriend, Forbes Henderson.
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